Figure 1. Which of the following best describes your relationship with the AIA?
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Findings
Conducted from July to December 2019, our Member Survey
received responses from 41 members. At approximately 12%,
the response rate was low for a membership organization.
However, it was double the rate we expected based on our
overall open and response rates to email campaigns. This is an
encouraging result that indicates potential for significantly
greater member engagement than we experience today.
Overall, members expressed satisfaction with the benefits and
services we provide – 86% of respondents rated our performance
as, “Good,” “Very Good,” or “Excellent”. We view this result
with some caution, as it is our most active members who
completed the survey. Their level of satisfaction may reflect a
more positive experience than the broader membership.
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Figure 2. Which of the following best describes where you work?
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Key Takeaways

Figure 3. What do you consider the most valuable benefits of AIA membership?
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The top four reasons our
members belong to AIA Hong
Kong are (1) to network and
build professional relationships,
(2) to access continuing
education programs and
resources, (3) for career and
professional development, and
(4) to support the development
of the profession.
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Reduced rates for products and services (contract documents, insurance, AIAU, etc.)
This correlates with our
1
Representation at the AIA National Component level
member’s rankings of the
1
Access to AIA contract documents
top four activities and
1
Building Tours
services offered by AIA
1
To learn about architecture concept and take part in new building tours
Hong Kong. Namely: (1)
1
Good friends
building tours, which offer
1
The community of amazing friends and respected colleagues to share with and learn from
both networking with fellow
Access to AIA reports and surveys / Leadership Development programs 0
members and CES LUs,
(2) the AIA Hong Kong Honors
responses was generally in line with our membership
& Awards Program, (3) technical seminars and workshops, and
distribution. Having 60% of our FAIA members make the time to
(4) collaborations with other organizations to promote design
respond is encouraging. While their total number is small, their
excellence and the value of architecture in society (see Figure 7,
active participation represents the potential to access a larger
page 5).
network that can multiply our capacity to deliver programs that
With the exception of a disproportionately large number of
improve the lives of members in our community.
responses from our FAIA members, the distribution of
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Member Satisfaction
At first glance, members are satisfied. 86% of respondents rated
our performance (quality of benefits offered) as, “Good,” “Very
Good,” or “Excellent,” and only a handful gave “Fair” and
“Poor” ratings. However, this is not consistent with the low level
of member engagement we find in any activity other than
Building Tours and the Honors & Awards Program.
We think that the survey result reflects satisfaction among our
most active members, rather than overall member satisfaction.
Further, these members are probably our most active because
they are more satisfied with the benefits and services we offer.
If this is the case, we should find further insight through a more
rigorous measure of satisfaction, looking only at “Excellent” and
“Very Good,” i.e. “Top 2” ratings. By this measure, 42% of our
members are satisfied with our performance. This is a good
result in light of our financial and human resource constraints,
but we can certainly do better. Looking into the detailed rating of
benefits covered in our 2019 Member Survey reveals several
strengths that we can capitalize upon and weaknesses that we
need to address.

Quality of Benefits – Member Ratings

value in the Hong Kong/Asia context – more than half of our
survey respondents gave positive ratings to all of the benefits
identified in the 2019/20 Member Survey (see Figure 5, next
page).
Furthermore, over 70% of respondents gave positive ratings to
13 of the 18 benefits identified. This implies all is well, which
we know is not true, and gives us little to no direction on where
to focus our attention.
Figure 4. How would you rate the quality of overall benefits that AIA (National Component
and Hong Kong Component) provides:
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Except for (1) Access to risk management programs and (2)
Discounted access to MasterSpec – both of which are of limited
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Figure 5. Please rate the quality of each of the following benefits of your AIA membership.

Adjusting our criteria to focus on "Top 2"
ratings reveals a markedly different picture (see
Figure 6, below). Here we see that our
members:
• believe we are organizing valuable building tours,
• believe we are providing leadership opportunities,
• appreciate the recognition offered through our
annual AIA Hong Kong Honors & Awards
Program, and
• value the credibility afforded by their AIA
credentials.
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Figure 6. Please rate the quality of each of the following benefits of your AIA membership.
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However, we also see that in many measures
our positive ratings are at or below 30%.
Notable among these are (1) Access to contacts
(networking), (2) Access to AIA reports and
surveys, and (3) Access to best practices.
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Chapter Activities –
Member Rankings

Figure 7. What are the most important activities or services that AIA Hong Kong currently provides?
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We confirmed our understanding
of which activities and services
our members value by having
each respondent identify up to
five that they consider most
important. From this, a clear
consensus emerged around the
value of our Building tours and
the AIA Hong Kong Honors &
Awards Program. There was also
some consensus on the value of
technical seminars and
workshops, and our
collaborations with other
professional institutes.

AIA Hong Kong Honors & Awards Program

27

Technical Seminars and Workshops (with AIA CES LUs and HSW Credits)

18

Collaborations with other professional institutes to promote design excellence and the
value of architecture in society

15

Increasing public awareness of issues relating to the built environment

13

Networking events with collaborators and professional institutes

13

AIA Hong Kong Annual Kick-off party / Annual Dinner

11

ARE study group / ARE materials library for Young Architects Group

9

Symposia and Sharing sessions with other professional institutes and local universities

8

Experience Architecture / Public Outreach (Architectural sketching, heritage building tours)

8

Volunteering opportunities with NGOs and Schools

7

AIA Hong Kong Chapter Annual Meeting / Executive Committee election

6

Sharing information regarding AIA National / AIA International Region / local Design
Competitions and Events

6

FAIA Information Sessions – Hello Fellow series

While the ranking of our various activities and services may not
reflect our goals and ambitions, we can view them as a relatively
accurate reflection of our member’s perceptions of the Chapter’s
initiatives as they stand today.
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These rankings closely
match our member participation
in these programs.
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Taken together with the benefit ratings, these rankings will help
our Chapter to identify opportunities for greater involvement in
community issues and guide our various committees to focus
their programs on delivering greater member value in the
coming five years.
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Looking Ahead

top three focus areas for the Chapter in the coming five years,
and more than one-third ranked promotion of members among
their top three priorities for the Chapter. Increasing networking
opportunities, public outreach, and partnerships with
community-based organizations also ranked highly, with 25% of
respondents including these focus areas among their top three
priorities.

Turning to future areas of focus, consensus was also revealed
around two initiatives the Chapter has been contemplating:
expanding efforts to grow membership (Corporate Affiliates in
particular) and increasing promotion of our members. Nearly
half of respondents ranked “Growing membership” among their

Figure 8. Which of the following should the Chapter focus on in the next 5 years?
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Increasing promotion of our members and their projects in local media
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Increasing partnerships with community-based organizations
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Increasing educational programming

9

Increasing mentorship opportunities

8

Creating a Chapter Foundation

7

Increasing promotion of AIA Hong Kong Honors & Awards honorees

6

Expanding the number of design competitions

4

Building Tours seem to be "best sellers"

1

Increasing partnerships with other professional institutes and local universities with joint
programmes

1

Increasing collaboration with other global professional organisations

1

Providing more value to members relative to career development, running a practice, etc.

1

Updating chapter governance systems such as bylaws
Leading the design discourse in the region. Hosting important design symposia, etc. and,
importantly, adding membership and CAs, focus on rebuilding our financial reserves
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Looking Ahead (continued)

• Quarterly meetings should be more prominent as in earlier years. Chapter
elections should be promoted more actively. Chapter finances need more
protection. Membership growth needs to become a priority again.

Nearly half of our respondents took time to add their thoughts on
activities that we should engage in if/when funds are available
and recommendations for how we may work more effectively:

• Consider adopting more digital technologies in management processes

• A grant to support interesting projects.
• Make the chapter newsletter website more interactive and provide services
for members such as listing employment opportunities, space rental etc.
• More seminars related to running a practice in Asia (insurance, billing, HR
issues, contracts, etc.)
• Professional Practice discussions - we used to have these to share firm best
practices
• Support HKIA member’s application for Honorary FAIA
• Services to support emerging designers; forge mentorships with leading
architects
• There is only one Annual award program is not enough, Should have another
annual event focusing on Professional Practice
• More collaboration with technology companies
• More Workshops, Symposia (see below) and Socials
• Advocacy related to moving our profession back into a profession and away
from being a commodity. We need to find a way to work together to find
solutions for the future of our profession to ensure its relevance for future
architects and for the future of the planet. I also believe the profession has a
responsibility to design architecture and interiors that leads to a healthier
society and people. Architecture that supports diversity and the needs of
people in society, not just the privileged.
• Provide more opportunities for members to be more involved on local issues
to shape a better city

• Strong Quarterly Events with Key Industry Speakers and more integrated PR
with better outreach and communication
• Timely/earlier communication of upcoming events to members
• Increase networking opportunities
• Would be great if we had more support from AIA National relative to funding
for keeping the chapter operating, and perhaps some kind of admin support
that would reduce the financial burden of representing AIA abroad
• More visibly demonstrate clear vision and community leadership.
• Attract young members and nurture next generation of leaders.
• Help foreign Architects with AIA/NCARB background to become full AIA
Member
• Raise the profile of the institute and offer corporate firm membership to
showcase member firms rather than just corporate affiliates and their
products. Develop a rich mentorship program to raise the next generation of
leaders. Exco can be expanded to 7 members adding another VP and a YAG
chair. Have one more VP In charge of office administration and management
besides president elect who can be in charge of marketing and sponsorship.
Create a Board of 10-12 members including some past Presidents who meet
quarterly.
• Increase involvement with other global professional organisations
• Government policy advocacy: I am not sure AIA HK have representative in
any government policy committee board related to the built environment
• Sponsor more programs that support the focuses I mentioned above, whether
those are research programs, or programs that support greater collaboration
with other professions focused on the health and well-being of people and
our society.
• More outreach and initiatives to solve social issues via architecture

• Discounted membership rates for small practice.

• More accessible participation opportunities for members.

• For example, products showcase for building and Landscaping materials
etc.

• Work with the Asian AIA chapters more for regional events and recognition
and opportunities for members

• Stay more focused on already planned and scheduled events instead of
constantly reinventing new ones.

• We should do more volunteer work and be more politically active on
preserving HK history.
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Driving Greater Member Engagement
Finally, what can we do about member
engagement and retention?
Unfortunately, no clear outreach channel
or initiative to drive greater member
engagement emerged from the survey
responses.
More than 60% of our respondents
indicated that they were happy with their
current level of participation, or too busy
to devote more time.
For the time being, we should go
through a cycle of implementation and
then reassess member engagement later
in 2021.

9. What would inspire you to become more active in the AIA?
More collaborations with ISU
3%
If we had greater resources
to lead more community
related outreach.
3%
If there were more
interesting opportunities
available.
5%

If events were poised to
truly raise awareness and
enhance lives of members
and community in tangible
ways
2%

Current
demands
make it
impossible
to volunteer
more time.
7%

Nothing specific, but I would
get more involved if
someone invited me to
participate.
12%

Nothing specific, I'm happy
with my current level of
participation.
54%

If I knew more about the
current opportunities
available.
7%
If I had a better
understanding of
AIA Hong Kong's
objectives.
7%
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